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POLAR PHILANTHROPY

ROAD WARRIORS

Students and residents can plunge
for a good cause Saturday at Lake
Sara in Effingham.

The Eastern baseball team faces a
tough challenge as they visit the
Kansas State Wildcats this weekend.
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CAA
debates
professors
posting
mid-terms
By Chrissy Miller
Administration reporter | @DEN_
Newsdesk

K ALYN HAYSLE T T | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Margaret Mwenya, senior director of nutrition and food security for Catholic Relief Services, demonstrates how women in Zambia use the position of
the sun as a reminder to feed their children. It is suggested that the women feed their children five times a day to ensure that they are properly nourished Mwenya said. The Zambian mothers also come up with songs to remember nutritional facts Mwenya said.

Nonprofit teaching nutrition in Zambia
By Kennedy Nolen
Multicultural Reporter | @KennedyNolenEIU
Malnutrition and stunted growth in
children living in Zambia were the topics of a lecture by Margaret Mwenya,
the senior director of nutrition and
food security for Catholic Relief Services in Zambia, Thursday night.
Beth Knobbe, CRS relationship
manager at the Chicago office, said the
main goal is to be the cohesive glue to
help people heal countries in need.
The CRS provides emergency relief
and long-term development for people
living in nearly 100 countries stricken
by disaster.
Zambia is a culture of corn, Mwe-

nya said, and the government subsidizes farmers to grow it. This then leads to
women and children eating three meals
of corn porridge a day, which lacks
necessary nutritional value.
Almost half of the children living
in eastern Zambia suffer from stunted
growth or nutrition depletion, Mwenya said. The CRS staff helps these
children by measuring their weight
compared to the average.
“We don’t suffer natural disasters,
but half of our children have stunted
growth,” Mwenya said.
She said people in Zambia as a
whole do not stop to think about the
problems, but they have started to realize, with education and help from

CRS, that there are ways to better their
lives.
Mwenya said the CRS staff in Zambia go around to communities and
gather people together to teach them
methods for growing nutrient-rich
foods.
The CRS staff in Zambia teaches
villages of people the benefits of consuming nutritional foods, especially to
women and their young children, she
said.
The staff also introduces the new
foods and how to implement them
into diets, Mwenya said.
Sweet potatoes, peanuts and pumpkins are among the foods introduced
to the villages to add to their corn

porridge, Mwenya said, and the staff
teaches these women different ways to
cook the nutritional foods.
Over 2,000 volunteers in Zambia
counsel around 10 households each
and visit homes to check the nutrition
of the children and to track improvement, Mwenya said.
Other projects the CRS works on
include the HIV and AIDS project,
in which volunteers visit hospitals to
strengthen the system and to deliver
medicine. Also, the nonprofit organization helps children from the streets get
back into schools to get an education.
Kennedy Nolen can be reached at 5812812 or kdnolen@eiu.edu.

Glassman set to hear student suggestions
By Mallory Kutnick
Campus Reporter | @DEN_News
President David Glassman will take
ideas and opinions for Eastern’s future
from 5:30 to 7 p.m. Monday in the
Buzzard Auditorium.
Claire Boarman, student Chairwoman for academic affairs, said
Glassman plans to use “Dr. G.: You
and Me” to plan improvements to the
school that current Panthers want to
see and future Panthers can appreciate.
Student Body President Catie Witt
emphasized Glassman’s intent to better the school.
“It is a way for President Glassman (to) get student input on what
he needs to do to make EIU attractive
to potential new students and move
EIU onward and upward,” Witt said
in an email.
Glassman expressed particular interest in learning where Eastern can
improve.

“We especially want to hear your
ideas of how we can better attract potential students to EIU,” he said in an
email to the campus.
The forum is open to any questions, comments or concerns, and refreshments will be served, including
pizza.
“Please let us know what you love
about EIU and what we can do to
enhance your college experience on
campus and in the City of Charleston,” Glassman said. “We hope you
will join us as we learn about Eastern
now and your thoughts for Eastern in
the future.”
This is the second time in three
weeks that Glassman has urged students to submit feedback. On Feb. 9,
he sent out an email asking the student body to fill out an online survey by the National Survey of Student
Engagement.
“NSSE helps us understand how
students are spending time in and out
of the classroom, which guides decisions that will benefit EIU students,”

JUSTIN BROWN | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

President David Glassman addresses a member of faculty senate Friday,
Jan. 27 in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. Student Union.

Glassman said.
The survey includes questions
about classroom and schoolwork habits, extracurricular activities and in-

structors’ effectiveness.
Mallory Kutnick can be reached at
581-2812 or at mbkutnick@eiu.edu.

The Council on Academic Affairs debated on whether to require professors to post midterm
grades in PAWS, after hearing a
proposal policy presented by Karla
Sanders, co-chair of the committee
on retention efforts.
Sanders said the two main
goals of the changes to the Internal Governing Policy grade policies were to make the wording of
the document match the actual
practice and create a requirement
for professors to submit midterm
grades for all their students.
“We see that a lot of students
aren’t getting midterm grades and
then they are failing at the end
of the semester,” Sanders said. “If
we can let them know what their
grade is, maybe that provides a
positive boost for students who
are doing well, and maybe for students who think they are doing
OK but they’re really not, it will
provide the added oomph they
need to seek help to talk to their
instructor.”
CAA member Richard Wilkinson said that every faculty member he talked to in his department,
family and consumer sciences, was
opposed to the idea of requiring
all faculty to submit all students’
midterm grades.
“They think students should
just know what their grade is,”
Wilkinson said. “It’s asking faculty to do more in a time when we’re
already overburdened.”
Stacy Ruholl said another issue
with the proposal is that midterms
are due earlier than most professors can finish grading thorough
midterm evaluations.
“Grades are due today at four
o’clock for midterms for the D’s
and F’s,” Ruholl said. “I just gave a
huge case study midterm and there
is no way I will have it graded by
4 p.m.”
CAA member Rebecca Throneburg said that while student retention is important, this proposal would be overkill.
“Midterm grades are often not
done when midterm reports are
due,” Throneburg said. “I think a
midterm report could be misleading to students, actually. To say,
‘There’s a big test, there’s a big
project that’s due around midterm
that isn’t going to be graded for a
couple weeks anyway.’”

CAA, page 5
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Sessions recuses from investigation
Sunny

Partly cloudy

High: 40°
Low: 24°

High: 61°
Low: 33°

For more weather visit eiu.edu/eiuweather
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Under growing pressure from Democrats and Republicans alike, Attorney General Jeff Sessions agreed
Thursday to recuse himself from
an investigation into Russian meddling in the 2016 presidential election. His action followed revelations he twice met with the Russian ambassador and didn’t say so
when pressed by Congress.
Sessions rejected any suggestion
that he tried to mislead anyone
about his contacts with the Russian, saying, “That is not my intent. That is not correct.”
He did allow, though, that he
should have been more careful in

his testimony, saying, “I should
have slowed down and said, ‘But
I did meet one Russian official a
couple of times.’”
The attorney general said he
made his decision to recuse himself
after his staff recommended that he
step aside from any investigation
related to the Trump campaign,
since he had been involved in that
campaign. He said Acting Deputy Attorney General Dana Boente
would handle such matters.
Se s s i o n s a d d e d t h a t h i s a n nouncement “should not be interpreted as confirmation of the existence of any investigation.”
Air Force One landed in Wash-

ington minutes before Sessions’
news conference began. President
Donald Trump, who had spoken
earlier aboard a new aircraft carrier
in Newport News, Virginia, stayed
on the plane during the televised
event, emerging only after Sessions
finished answering questions.
The White House has stood behind Sessions, though officials say
they first learned about his contacts with the ambassador from a
reporter Wednesday night. Trump
said he had “total” confidence in
Sessions and didn’t think he needed to step aside from the investigation.
The Justice Depar tment has

maintained there was nothing improper about Sessions’ contacts
or his answers to Congress, while
the continuing allegations of Russian interference in American politics spurred Democratic calls for
Sessions not only to recuse himself
but to resign.
Sessions has faced increasing demands that he resolve the seeming
contradiction between his two conversations in the summer and fall
with Moscow’s U.S. envoy, Sergey
Kislyak, and his sworn statements
to Congress in January, when he
said he had not had communications with Russians during the
campaign.

Syria retakes city of Palmyra from ISIS
BEIRUT (AP) — Syria's military announced on Thursday it has
fully recaptured the historic town
of Palmyra from the Islamic State
group as the militants' defenses
crumbled and IS fighters fled in
the face of artillery fire and intense
Russia-backed airstrikes.
The development marks the
third time that the town — famed
for its priceless Roman ruins and
archaeological treasures IS had
sought to destroy — has changed
hands in one year.
It was also the second blow for
the Islamic State group in Syria in
a week, after Turkish backed opposition fighters seized the Syrian
town of al-Bab from the militants

on Feb. 23, following a grueling
three month battle. In neighboring
Iraq, the Sunni extremist group is
fighting for survival in its last urban bastion in the western part of
the city of Mosul.
For the Syrian government, the
news was a welcome development
against the backdrop of peace talks
underway with the opposition in
Switzerland.
The Damascus military statement said troops gained full control of the desert town in central
Syria following a series of military
operations carried out with the
help of Russian air cover and in cooperation with "allied and friendly
troops" — government shorthand

for members of Lebanese militant
Hezbollah group who are fighting along Syrian President Bashar
Assad's forces.
IS defenses around Palmyra had
begun to erode on Sunday, with
government troops reaching the
town's outskirts on Tuesday. The
state SANA news agency reported earlier that government troops
had entered the town's archaeological site, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, around mid-day, then the
town itself, as IS militants fled the
area.
This is the Syrian government's
second campaign to retake Palmyra. It seized the town from Islamic
State militants last March only to

lose it again 10 months later.
Before the civil war gripped
Syria in 2011, Palmyra was a top
tourist attraction, drawing tens of
thousands of visitors each year.
The Kremlin spokesman, Dmitry Peskov, had said earlier that
Russian President Vladimir Putin
was informed by his defense minister that Syrian troops had gained
control of Palmyra, with support
from Russian warplanes.
The Syrian government's push
has relied on ground support from
Hezbollah and Russian air cover, according to Hezbollah's media
outlets.

Illinois senate considers sales tax on services
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) — The
Illinois Senate has adjourned without
pushing its stalled budget compromise
further.
But a Senate Democrat filed legislation Thursday spelling out services that

could be subject to the state sales tax to
battle a budget deficit.
Olympia Fields Democratic Sen.
Toi Hutchinson's legislation would extend the 6.25 percent sales tax to rented
storage space, landscaping, pest control,

body piercing and more.
Hutchinson added it to a measure
that would increase the income tax.
That's a piece of legislation included in
the "grand bargain" the Senate has been
negotiating to break a two-year budget

CHECK OUT

deadlock with Gov. Bruce Rauner.
Senate Democrats intended to call it
and other critical measures Wednesday.
They balked when they learned Rauner
still opposed parts of the measure.
The Senate returns Tuesday.
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EIU “Unofficial” to add new activities
By Liz Stephens
City Reporter | @DEN_News
The yearly “Unofficial” celebration of St. Patrick’s Day, a time
where hundreds of students gather
to drink and party, will be kicking
off this weekend.
Students can go between three
houses to party and also bar crawl.
Ryan Jenkins, a junior marketing major, is the coordinator and
planner of Unofficial this year.
Jenkins had the help of Thomas Blumthal, a junior management
major, to help him plan and get
ideas for the gathering.
Jenkins estimated that over 500
people would show up to the social
gathering.

Blumthal said he thinks more
people will be at the second and
third houses as opposed to the first
house because of how early the
gathering is starting, at 10 a.m.
He said his house is the second house in the order of houses
for the gathering, and he decided
to have an outside party to set his
house apart from the other two.
Jenkins and Blumthal said they
will be keeping an eye out for high
school students trying to sneak in
and underage drink at the gathering.
“I’m playing early 2000s hiphop to keep out the non-‘90s babies,” Blumthal said.
Blumthal said he will be having
beer pong in his backyard, but it

will be different than normal beer
pong with red solo cups.
He said he will be having large
trash cans set up in formation for
beer pong in his backyard.
“It was sort of a combination of
me and my roommates who came
up with the idea,” Blumthal said.
Jenkins said the gathering brings
out people such as freshmen and
sophomores who don’t really do
much, and his goal is to bring the
entire campus together.
Eastern’s Unofficial has previously been scheduled a week before the University of Illinois’s Unofficial.
“It’s a lack of people because
obviously the U of I is bigger, and
they also have more money and

people,” Jenkins said.
Blumthal said the U of I’s Unofficial has a lot of events going
on at once because it is a larger
school.
“Last year I think there was just
three houses with kegs and jungle
juice, whereas this year, I wanted
to do the exact same thing with
all of the same stuff, but thought
about how could I make it better,”
Jenkins said.
Blumthal said a lot of alumni
and other students who don’t attend Eastern come to Unofficial.
Jenkins said he talked to all of
the houses to come up with ideas
for the event such as volleyball and
trash can beer pong to make the
gathering more interesting instead

of just showing up, drinking and
listening to music.
The funds for the event were
gathered mainly by selling Unofficial t-shirts, which Jenkins said
was put into items such as the
kegs, the alcohol, cups, sugar and
Kool-Aid.
Jenkins said it took him roughly 3 or 4 weeks to coordinate the
event once he got the money from
the shirts.
“My main goal is to make sure
everything goes smoothly and we
don’t have to pay for something
to get fixed or for anything to get
broken,” Jenkins said.
Liz Stephens can be reached at
581-2812 or ejstephens2@eiu.edu.

Enjoy entertainment throughout weekend
Friday & Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday & Sunday

What: EIU Dancers performance
Where: The Theatre
When: 7 p.m.

What: Concert of art music
Where: Wesley United
Methodist Church
When: 4 p.m.

What: Iron Panther Classic
Where: McAfee Gym
When: 7 p.m.

Tickets can be purchased at
the Doudna Fine Arts Center
Box Office. General admission
$10, Eastern employees $10,
seniors $10 and students $5.

What: “Seminar”
Where: The Black Box Theatre
When: 7:30 p.m. Saturday,
2 p.m. Sunday

This will feature women performers and is part of Women’s
History Awareness Month.

DEN_Sports

The play takes place in Manhattan
and focuses on four young writers
who pay for a seminar with a seasoned author. This play features
Eastern Alumnus Gary Ambler.

ALL CLASSES ARE FREE - JUST DROP IN!

Tweet
Tweet

Follow
the Daily
Eastern
News
Sports
twitter!

General admission is $5 and
students will see ten body
builders compete on stage.
The contestants will particpate in two judging rounds
focusing on routines and
posing.

SRC GROUP FITNESS SCHEDULE
Spring 2017
Classroom: AR = Aerobics Room
Monday
8:00-8:45
AM (AR)
4:00-4:25
PM (AR)
4:30-4:55
PM (AR)
5:00-5:25
PM (AR)
5:30-5:55
PM (AR)
6:00-6:25
PM (AR)

Tuesday

Ultimate
Conditioning
Danielle

Kickboxing
LeAnn & Danielle

Body Bar
Anastasiya

Rock Bottom
Madeline
HIIT FIT
Madeline

CS = Cycling Studio
Wednesday

Body Bar
Anastasiya

Traning Day
Kara

Guts, Guns and
Buns
Kara

Werk!
Ashley

7:00-7:45
PM (AR)

Overdrive Toning
Madeline

Training Day
Holly

Overdrive Toning
Madeline

8:00-8:45
AM (DS)

Sunrise Yoga
Tyler

Sunrise Yoga
Kristi

Sunrise Yoga
Vidhi

4:30-4:55
PM (DS)

Ab Attack
Anastasiya

Sunrise Yoga
Kristi
Step N' Sculpt
Anastasiya

HIIT FIT
Holly

Barre Burn
Kara

6:00-6:45
PM (DS)

Yoga
Vidhi

Yoga
Tyler

6:30-7:25
AM (CS)
4:00-4:50
PM (CS)
5:00-5:50
PM (CS)
6:00-6:45
PM (CS)

Cycle
LeAnn
Cycle
Vidhi

5:30-5:55
PM (DS)

Ultimate
Conditioning
Danielle
Werk!
Ashley

Guts, Guns and
Buns
Kara

5:00-5:25
PM (DS)

Thursday

Kickboxing
LeAnn & Danielle

Werk!
Ashley

6:30-6:55
PM (AR)

DS = Dance Studio

Cycle
Tyler

Power Yoga
Kristi
Ab Attack
Kristi
Yoga
Jenna

HIIT FIT
Holly
Yoga
Tyler

Cycle
LeAnn

Cycle
Danielle

Friday

Body Bar
Anastasiya

Evaluations are
availale at every
class. Please let
us know how we
are doing and
what else you
would like to
see!

Follow us on
Instagram for
updates:

Cycle
Ashley

@eiugroupfitness
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Billy Says...

Sean Hastings

Sean Says: Do
what you love
as long as you
love it
So lemme tell you this. People always say to
do what you love. For your job, if you do what
you love, it will not be work. The time you stop
loving what you do is when it becomes work.
That is almost where I am at with Sean Says.
Whether that has to do with me having less interesting things happening in my life to fire off
some lessons at you guys, or me just getting
bored with it; I have almost gotten to the point.
Week after week I struggle to write about
some things that have happened in my life and
I am quickly running out. I have been doing it
since the beginning of second semester last year.
For some time this year, I have relied on my
roommate Kyle to do something stupid and I
have been able to write about it. Like setting off
the fire alarm in Stevenson at 4 a.m. because he
burned popcorn. Or like the time he spilled a
crockpot on himself that was filled with hot water and chicken.
So in a way, this is maybe Kyle’s fault too. Not
really. I am glad I have not been rudely awoken
at 4 a.m. by a fire alarm because you fell asleep
cooking popcorn that you accidentally set for 30
minutes.
I am looking back now to remember the first
Sean Says I wrote last year and it was about not
being too confident. I thought some girl in the
dining hall was checking me out because she was
looking right at me, but I realized I was sitting
in front of the TV playing a music video.
There was also the story I wrote about being
smart on the golf course. My brother Ryan and
I were messing around because there was a telescope like pillar at the tee box to see over the
massive hill in the middle of the fairway.
It was like a submarine. Anyways, he threw
the golf ball up in the air so I could see it and it
came and hit me in the head.
My favorite one probably being almost calling
the Cubs’ World Series. I said at the beginning
of the year, making references to Cubs players
and relating it to school on how 2016 could be
your year. You are welcome, Cubs fans.
I brought up Ryan multiple times throughout
the Sean Says series. Like the time we were playing baseball in my front lawn and he sent a line
drive through my neighbor’s basketball hoop
backboard.
There is a lesson to be learned here: be careful
playing baseball in your front lawn.
I also wrote about some bonehead that decided to wear a Slayer T-shirt to a sports journalism
conference in Nashville last year. You need to be
smart about what you wear.
I also said lying is not good, especially to
those who help you. I talked about lying to your
dentist and how should not doing that because
she is just trying to get your teeth cleaned so you
look good.
For a while I was able to rattle off a story and
a lesson at will. I even struggled to write this
one. It is not that it is not fun anymore; it is just
that it is becoming more work than fun.
For now I am taking a hiatus until I can come
up with some good stuff to tell you guys.
Sean Hastings is a junior journalism major. He
can be reached at 581-2812 or
smhastings@eiu.edu.

DANIEL FOX | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Staff Editorial

Stay safe, consensual, healthy over unofficial
Well, it is that glorious, highly anticipated time
of the year again. The time when a select number of
college students ring in spring break and St. Patty’s
Day a week early in the overused, stereotypical fashion college students know best: drinking beer.
Every year it seems like the highlight of March
has always been unofficial weekend because it is
the talk of the campus. Wherever one goes, there is
someone else forming their plans around the weekend and chatting up their friends about which bar
to go to first or which house to “hit up.”
This weekend is much like any college-themed
movie, where drinking and partying is typically the
norm, but on special weekends it becomes an extravagant once-a-year phenomenon, much like
Groundhog Day or President’s Day.
Of course, the staff at The Daily Eastern News
does not resent those participating in the unofficial
tradition, nor do we encourage others to partake in
annual festivities.
No, the last thing we want is to cause great controversy and have an angry mob at our doorstep (we
would much rather cover that sort of thing).
What we do want, however, is to remind our
fellow peers that each individual’s life this coming
weekend matters. Once an individual makes the

conscious decision to pick up an alcoholic beverage,
they also make the decision to take into account all
the people they could harm, including themselves, if
they become “wasted.”
Not every college student drinks, but let us acknowledge that drinking happens on and off this
campus.
The combination of drinking, partying and college is like a coming of age for some students, and
that is completely fine.
However, what is not fine is taking advantage of
the opportunity to drink and forgetting everything
health class and your parents taught you.
This weekend is a time to have fun and unwind
after midterms and spend time with friends before
break.
We get it, this weekend is about letting loose, but
plan beforehand how you can be safe and in turn
how you can ensure the safety of others.
Yes it is true someone can do that without drinking and that is fine too. But for those who will participate in unofficial, please, do not be careless once
inebriated.
It is not hard to ensure that there is a designated
driver in the group, that a friend will be able to take
you home and that you are never left alone or with

someone you do not know. Also, when at bars or
house parties, never leave a drink unattended. It will
not kill you if you buy another one.
We also feel it is important to remind everyone
on this campus that no means no regardless of the
situation or how many drinks both parties have ingested.
One more thing: do not pressure anyone to partake in the same activities you approve, because
odds are they do not like it and do not want to do it
but might be to afraid to say something.
Do not use that kind of power to convince someone to do something they do not want.
As we said before, the staff does not encourage
drinking, especially underage drinking, but we also
know that this is college and we cannot stop it from
happening and we do not intend to. All we ask is
that our fellow peers remember to stay safe this
weekend.
We hate to be the nagging parent type but the
last thing we want to report on Monday morning
is a horrible accident caused by what seems like a
harmless night of binge drinking.
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.

Back in the day, students had drive, ambition
There used to be a time when I was surrounded by people who cared more about the quality of
their work and would never settle so that they could
punch the clock a little early.
Nowadays, I am trying to learn to accept things
for what they are and not what I hope they are. I
have a hard time coming to terms with the fact that
some people are content with mediocrity. Life is not
supposed to hand things to you. You are supposed
to work your butt off for everything you want. I believe the saying was “nothing worth having is easy?”
Working your butt off to polish your skill makes
the reward worth it. It reminds you how much hard
work it takes to be good. It is what drives you to be
better each time you step foot on the playing field.
There is no better feeling than the reward that
comes when you know you earned something. In
fact, you do not always have to win to know you
gave it your all. Many times, I have suffered defeat
to someone who out-worked me. The lesson I took
away is what drives me to be better the next time.
That drive appears to be a thing of the past with
many. Today, defeat means you were cheated or
somebody had something against you. Accepting
defeat is probably the hardest thing I see people deal
with on a day-to-day basis. If somebody says some-

Justin Brown
thing you do not want to hear, just walk away. Never mind the fact that the person may be offering you
a piece of advice that could elevate you to the next
level. Not everybody is out to take your spot, in fact,
some people do really care to see you succeed.
Even when you reach a personal goal, you should
then set a new one and force yourself to always
reach higher. This reminds me back to my time as
an over-the-road truck driver. An older driver once
told me “you should always be wanting to be better
out here; the day you think you know it all will be
your last day out here.” What he was saying is simply that nobody knows everything and those that
think they do are more prone to making costly mis-

takes.
And by no means am I saying that everybody is
this way. What I am saying is that if this strikes a
nerve within you, then maybe you should start to
reevaluate your game. You should always have it in
the back of your head that somebody is out working, studying later into the night or practicing the
skill that is going to land them the job you hope you
would receive.
There is an old proverb that plays in my head
when I feel like taking a shortcut and simply finishing before understanding. “Give a man a fish and
you feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish and you
feed him for life.” Just a reminder to myself to never
settle on shortcuts.
Getting back to my initial thought, if you want
to be the best you can be and be a part of something great, make sure those around you also have
that same desire. Otherwise, keep your eyes and ears
open and always have an alternate plan for success.
The more you stick with those that do not care, the
more you will also start to see your own drive falter.
Justin Brown is a junior journalism major. He
can be reached at 581-2812 or
jlbrown@eiu.edu.
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‘Polar Plunge’ to raise money for Special Olympics
By Loren Dickson
Entertainment Reporter | @DEN_News
It is that time of the year again,
and contributors are ready to get
chilly for a respectable cause.
Polar Plunge will start at noon
Saturday, March 4 at Lake Sara in
Effingham.
At Polar Plunge, individuals
and groups raise money and take
a dip into freezing waters to show
support for Special Olympic athletes.
This event is meant to raise
money for athletes so they can
continue to have access to free
participation in sports, food and
drinks at events like the Polar
Plunge, new sports equipment,
and discounted rates at places like
bowling alleys and skating rinks.
A re a 9 Di re c t o r f o r Sp e c i a l
Olympics Vanessa Duncan said
many of the athletes that participate have limited financial means,
so it is important to make sure
they can participate for free in
events.
“They need this in their lives,”
she said. “ The health improvement, the social skills they obtain
and the friendships they gain is
very important.”
Participants must raise a minimum of $100 in order to take the
plunge.
To r a i s e m o n e y, m a n y t u r n
to social media in order to get
the word out there by using the
hashtag #PlungeFor.
“$100 seems scary at first, but if
each one of your Facebook friends
donated one $1, you would have
well over $100,” Duncan said.

»

FILE PHOTO | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Andy Doto, former associate resident director of Taylor Hall, plunges with other hall residents during the Polar Plunge on Saturday, March 5, 2016 at
Lake Sara near Effingham.

Participants can register at the
event if they decide that morning
that they would like to take the
plunge.
“The plunge is at noon, but you
could come at 11:45 a.m. and register if you wanted to,” she said.
They can also register and pay

online if they prefer.
“If you do take the plunge, you
will fall in love with it,” she said.
“It’s always best to do it with a
group of friends or family and just
have fun with it.”
After everyone takes the plunge,
there will be a party that includes

food and drinks for each participant and prizes for the top plungers.
As of now, 278 people are registered to plunge this year, but
Duncan said she suspects there
will be well over 300 by Saturday
morning.

The weather is projected to be
at a high of 61 degrees on Saturday in
Effingham, so Plungers might get lucky
this year.

students’ side of things while it may
seem like a lot of classes are on D2L
and they should be able to know their
grades at any time, it’s not necessarily
the case and the grade that is in D2L
is not necessarily accurate and up to
date.”
After the feedback, Sanders chose

to not have the changes to midterm
section be voted on and just asked
the CAA vote on the other goal of
the proposal. Because of this, the
item was unanimously approved. The
CAA also approved the creation of an
18-credit Graphic Design minor, as
well as revising the studio art minor

from 25 credits to 18 credits.
The name of Organizational and
Professional Development was approved to be changed to Organizational Development by the CAA, due
to the fact the word “professional”
made people think the program was
a training program and not a degree

program. The program’s core class requirements were changed from 12
to 18 credits, and its concentrations
were eliminated.

Loren Dickson can be reached at 5812812 or ladickson@eiu.edu.

CAA

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
CAA member Gregory Aydt said
that his role as an advisor at 9th Street
Hall helps him to see the student perspective.
“I certainly understand the faculty concern of workload and getting
the grades done in a timely fashion,”
Aydt said. “But I do know from the

Chrissy Miller can be reached at 5812812 or clmiller9@eiu.edu.

Print, Online, and Email...three GREAT ways to get your ad seen and customers at your door!

Call DEN Advertising at 217-581-2816
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CLASSIFIEDS
For rent
LEASING FOR FALL 2017-18! BEST
apartments for groups of 1-4 in
Charleston and way cheaper than
the dorms. MUST SEE TO BELIEVE!
Washer/dryer, spacious, furnished,
balcony, walk-in closet, close to EIU,
vaulted ceilings, discounted prices!
217-345-5515. melroseonfourth.
com
________________________ 2/28
Leasing for Fall apartments and 5
bedroom house on 7th St. clean
and affordable. no pets. rentals@
jwilliamsrentals.com or (217) 3457286
_________________________ 3/6

R ACHEL STANE VICH | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

The New
York Times
Syndication
Sales
Corporation
(left to right) Olivia Jones, elementary
education
major from
Champaign,
IL, Veronica
Martin, corporate communication
Eighth
Avenue,
Newmajor
York,
N.Y.
10018IL hold a bake sale in support of the
major from Springfield, IL, and Dejah620
Chapple,
political
science
from
Chicago,
For
Information
Call:
1-800-972-3550
Eastern Student Parent Association in the
northeast
side of
Coleman
Hall. This bake sale is held 11:30am-3:30pm March
For
Release
Friday,
March 3, 2017
2nd and 3rd.
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alternative, for
short
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that!”
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kit
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Grave robbers
Land in which
political parties
are banned
She created a
monster
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hot dogs
Goes from
stem to stern,
maybe?
Off
Fix, as some
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40
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“Be my guest!”
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punt returns
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supported
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End of the King
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often
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change
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results?
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with
many medals
2 One getting
framed
3 Brand with the
flavor French
Silk
4 It gets tons of
traffic
5 Where many
Loyalists
resettled after
the American
Revolution
6 Real name of
Ben, in a sci-fi
classic
7 Actress Saoirse
with two Oscar
nominations
8 Stray calf: Var.
9 Decline
10 Camps in the
wild
11 “Told ya!”
12 Not bedridden
13 Blew a gasket
14 Caves and
coral reefs, for
example
22 Cry when un
gol is scored
23 Exceedingly
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The 4-Down
has millions of
them
Is way too
introspective
Take the edge
off
Someone gets
belted at the
end of it
Actress Mullally
with two
Emmys
Rush

STUDIO, 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AVAILABLE. FALL 2017.
Great locations. Please contact us
for more information.
(217) 348-8249 or visit our website at ppwrentals.com
________________________ 3/13–
Awesome 3 bedroom townhouse.
Call 24 hours for details. (217) 5492668.
_________________________ 322
Fall 2017. Very nice houses, townhouses, and apartments for 1-8
people. 1-3 blocks from campus.
Rent $250 - $400 per person. Call
(217) 493-7559. www.myeiuhome.
com
_________________________ 5/1
Close to campus. Nice, clean apartments. 1 and 2 bedroom. Starting
at $250 a bedroom. For spring semester 2017, fall semester 2017. No
pets. Fully furnished except beds.
Off-street parking and laundry onsite. Some restrictions do apply.
Call or text (314) 334-3994.
_________________________ 5/2

Help wanted
Maintenance Person. University Estates in in search of a maintenance
person to do various jobs in mobile
home community. Must have your
own tools and be able to pass a
criminal background. Part-time position. 25 hours per week or more if
needed. Call for details (217) 3453133 Ask for Glenn.
_________________________ 3/2

Recently Remodeled Student Rental (217) 962-0790
________________________ 3/10

Hideout Gentleman’s Club. Hiring
entertainers 18 and over. No experience needed. Make lots of cash fast.
Transportation available. Call Dee.
348-0288.
_________________________ 3/3

Spring, Summer and Fall 1, 2, 3 & 4
bedroom apartments, as low as
$222.50. Some close to campus
Carlyle Apartments. (217) 348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
________________________ 3/15

Bartenders wanted, flexible hours.
Veterans of foreign wars post
#4325. 1220 S. 19th Mattoon. Come
pick up an application or call Cory
217-493-1973
_______________________ 03/10

10 Year Price ROLLBACK!
1-2 PERSON RENTALS

www.woodrentals.com

PUZZLE BY JOHN GUZZETTA

24

Looking for 3-4 responsible students to rent a nice house affordable for the right party interested in
pursuing an education at Eastern
call (217) 345-2516
_______________________ 03/10

31

33

35

6 BEDROOM HOME FOR 2017-18
SCHOOL YEAR. GARBAGE AND
LAWN CARE INCLUDED. $275 PER
PERSON PER MONTH. NEWER APPLIANCES INCLUDING WASHER/
DRYER. (847) 921-3180.
_________________________ 3/9

Affordable studio apartment good
campus location (217) 345-2516
________________________ 3/10

24

29

38

13

Our Most Popular “wait listed”
home available for Fall 2017 6
Bedroom House located at 1024
6th Street Huge deck Big covered
front porch large bedrooms tons
of parking and close to campus
call 708-772-3711 schedule a
tour and info
_________________________ 3/7

For rent

33
34

36
37
39
40

42

Red stuffing?
Sights at a
martial arts
center
What a bad
cold may do
Places to fix
flaps
Too-sweet
sentiment
Prepared, as
some scallops
or tuna
Strength

44

45
46

47
50
51

For the goose,
not the
gander?
Alto clef
instrument
Mie ___,
actress who
played the
Bond girl Kissy
Suzuki
Turned tail
Figures in some
univ. classes
Dance bit?

Call for appointment to view!

1512 A Street / 345-4489

Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/studentcrosswords.

Tweet
Tweet

Follow the Daily Eastern
News Twitter!
den_news
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Eastern set for Lipscomb Tournament
By Sean Hastings
Sports Editor| @DEN_Sports
The Eastern softball team’s non-conference schedule continues this weekend in Nashville at the Lipscomb Tournament. The Panthers will take on tournament-host Lipscomb twice.
Eastern opens its weekend with Lipscomb and will
close it out with it as well. The Bisons beat the Panthers last year 4-1. Lipscomb scored the first four runs
of the game and took a 4-0 lead to the seventh inning. Kylie Bennett homered in the seventh for the
Panthers’ only run of the game.
Sophomore Jennifer Ames recorded two hits in the
game to lead the Panther hitters.
The Bisons are 11-5 to start the season, including a
win against Ohio Valley Conference opponent Eastern Kentucky.
Lipscomb took on ACC Florida State and were
blown out in five innings 15-1.
The Panthers will also take on 1-4 Stony Brook.
The Seawolves just began their season Feb. 24. They
were blown out in two games by Harvard (8-0) and
Kent State (11-3), but the other two losses were by
one run to Detroit and Eastern Michigan.
Eastern beat Detroit to open its season Feb. 10.

The Panthers will take on 4-0 Valparaiso in their
third game of the tournament. The Crusaders opened
their season Feb. 17 and wrapped up that weekend
tournament Feb. 19.
The Panthers are 8-6 on the season and their heavy
freshman roster has had no problem adjusting to the
college game.
Freshman Mia Davis earned OVC Player of the
Week for her 10-16 performance at the plate last
weekend. Davis is tied for second in the OVC with a
.500 batting average.
While junior pitcher Jessica Wireman is just getting back into the swing of things after dealing with
mono prior to the start of the season. Wireman has
not been her usual dominant self, but junior Michelle
Rogers has been dominant in her place.
She has a 1.06 ERA and has five wins on the season, which has her tied for second.
Freshman Allison Golic has found success right
way in the circle and boasts a 1.40 ERA, putting her
in the top 10 in the OVC.
Eastern has also showcased plenty of speed this
season with junior Taylor Monahan and sophomore
Kayla Bear swiping bases with ease. The Panthers
stole a total of eight bases last weekend and five of
those belonged to Monahan.

FILE PHOTO| THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Senior catcher Ashlynne Paul catches the throw on a relay to the plate to tag out the runner
sliding into home. The Panthers are set for four games this weekend.

Freshman Haley Mitchell is the team’s RBI leader with 19. She has also belted four home runs this
season.
Conference play is still some time away but the
Panthers seem to have a lot going for them early in
the season and having Kim Schuette back in the head

coach spot.
Be sure to add @DEN_Sports on Twitter and
DEN_Sports on Snapchat.
Sean Hastings can be reached at 581-2812 or
smhastings@eiu.edu.

Panthers facing Chicago teams this weekend
By Parker Valentine
Women’s tennis reporter| @DEN_Sports
The Panthers resume play this weekend against
two teams from Chicago. The Panthers will look to
bounce back from Sunday’s nail biting loss to Illinois
State, which the Panthers lost by one point.
The weekend slate begins this Saturday, with the
first matches starting at 1 p.m. The Panthers will begin play against Chicago State in Chicago suburb
Homewood, which will essentially be home court for
the Cougars.
The last time the Panthers competed against Chicago State, it was a one sided affair. The Panthers
dominated the meet from start to finish as they

swept the Cougars 9-0. Senior Kelly Iden, junior
Grace Summers, and senior Kamile Stadalninkaite all
earned wins in the meet.
The Cougars will definitely remember this meet,
as they only field two athletes under their third year.
Other than sophomore Monica Pulgar and freshman
Judit Aubets, the Cougars are a team of upper classmen.
The Cougars come into the meet with a record of
4-8, their most recent meet ending in a loss to Ohio
Valley Conference opponent SIUE.
Although their record may be negative, home
court may factor into the equation for the Cougars.
They have notched three of their four wins at home
or on neutral sites. Clearly they are more competitive

in less hostile environments.
On the other hand, location of meets has not been
a problem for the Panthers this season. They come
into the meet with a record of 7-2, and they are a
strong 6-1 on the road this season.
Play will continue Sunday for the Panthers. They
take on DePaul and will be a bit closer to home with
the meets taking place in Danville.
The Blue Demons will be a much less familiar opponent for the Panthers. None of the current Panthers have played DePaul in a spring season, and
Eastern rarely fields the Blue Demons on their schedule.
The most recent time the Panthers played DePaul was in what was essentially a scrimmage during

the fall season. The Panthers did not have much luck
in this matchup as the Blue Demons won their only
match against Eastern in the event.
DePaul comes into the meet with a much different roster than the Cougars, in terms of year diversity.
The Blue Demons have a roster of eight athletes, with
two of them at every grade level.
DePaul’s only seniors are Yuliya Shupenia and Ana
Vladutu. The only constant for the Blue Demons is
Coach Mark Ardizzone, who has been coaching in
Lincoln Park for more than 20 years.
The first match begins at 1 P.m. Sunday.
Parker Valentine can be reached at 581-2812 or
pivalentine@eiu.edu.
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DENSportsdesk@gmail.com
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Road tests continue for Panthers
By Maher Kawash
Baseball Reporter | @DEN_Sports
Facing a solidified Division I opponent is never easy in college baseball,
and it becomes even more difficult on
the road.
The Eastern baseball team could use
the experience, and that is exactly what
they will get at Kansas State this weekend.
The Panthers have just one win this
season, but continue to grow in an attempt to improve off last season.
Their one win came in the last game
against Central Arkansas, and it was the
complete game the team needs to keep
using as an example of what could be for
the future of this program.
But a 6-2 Kansas State team is going
to put that to the test in just about every
facet of the game.
Brendon Allen is the first man up
on the mound for Eastern as he tries to
contain the Wildcats’ lineup.
Allen did not start this season how he
had in mind considering he is still winless in two games.
His ERA, which stands over 20.00
,does not help much, but it is exaggerated because of the rough start Allen had
in the first game of the season.
He lasted just one out in that game,
but did bounce back in his next start
against Central Arkansas last weekend as
he pitched a little over four innings despite giving up five runs.
Half the battle for Allen will be more
than the Wildcat lineup considering
who the opposing starter is.
Brogan Heinen comes in for Kan-

sas State with a 1-1 record in his two
starts, and he has held an impressive
1.80 ERA.
Game two offers another tough
pitching matchup for Eastern as Kansas State sends Justin Heskett, who
also holds an ERA under 2.00, to the
mound.
Opposing Heskett will be another
Panther veteran; Michael McCormick.
McCormick has been solid in his senior campaign so far as he has pitched at
least five innings in both starts despite a
0-1 record.
Dustin Wilson is the man on the
mound to start game three, and he has
also been on the losing end of two starts
this season.
Backing the Eastern pitchers in the
weekend series will be its lineup that has
struggled with consistency so far.
The top of the lineup has been as
consistent as it can be with Joe Duncan leading things off with a hit in each
game last series.
His recent success has earned him
a five- game hitting streak, and he also
holds the top batting average among
Eastern starters.
While the lineup may struggle because of the elite pitching ahead, it may
just come down to the bullpen once
again.
Eastern’s bullpen has flashed at times
such as its most recent game when they
were able to back Alex Stevenson’s first
career win.
But when the Panthers struggle the
bullpen is always an important part of
that, and Brent Stephens and Michael
Starcevich will be needed to avoid a late

JUSTIN BROWN | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Freshman Dylan Baird throws to live hitters during a preseason scrimmage at O’Brien Field Monday, Feb. 13. Baird
and the Panthers travel to Manhattan, Kansas for a weekend series with Big 12 conference’s Kansas State.

inning collapse.
Both pitchers threw two shutout innings out of the bullpen in Eastern’s
win, and on a young team like this they
may prove to be a crucial part of any
success to come.

The schedule does not get much easier for the Panthers following this tough
matchup as a midweek road matchup
with University of Missouri is set for
Tuesday.
Eastern will continue to get accus-

tomed to life on the road as they also
do not return home until the end of this
month.
Maher Kawash can be reached at 5812812 or mwkawash@eiu.edu.

Eastern releases 2017 football schedule
Aug. 31 – at Indiana
State
Sept. 9 – at Northern
Illinois
Sept. 16 – Illinois

State (Family
Weekend)
Sept. 23 - * Southeast
Missouri
Sept. 30 - * at

Tennessee State
Oct. 7 - * Tennessee
Tech (Hall of Fame)
Oct. 14 - * at Murray
State

Oct. 21 - *
Jacksonville State
(Homecoming)
Oct. 28 - * at UT
Martin

Nov. 4 - * Eastern
Kentucky
Nov. 18 - * at Austin
Peay
Nov. 25 – FCS

Men’s tennis facing three games in two days
By Dillan Schorfheide
Men’s Tennis Reporter | @DEN_Sports
Coming off its second win of the
season, Eastern’s men’s tennis team will
face one of its biggest challenges of the
season this weekend.
Eastern lost to Southern Illinois Carbondale Friday and defeated St. Joseph’s
College (Indiana) Sunday, improving
its record to 2-8, but this weekend Eastern has three matches in two days.
Friday, Eastern will play what head
coach Samuel Kercheval called “possibly the strongest team we will play
all year”: The University of Wisconsin
Badgers.
Wisconsin is 6-2 on the season and
4-0 on their home courts, where the
match will be played Friday. Wisconsin’s team is also ranked No. 31 in the
country. They defeated No. 43 Clemson earlier this season, and lost to No.
24 Cornell by a single point.
Saturday, Eastern has a double header in Chicago.
At 9 a.m., Eastern will play the University of Detroit Mercy as the home
team. Eastern has done well so far this
season as the home team, earning a 2-0
home record.
The University of Detroit Mercy is
3-6 this season and is coming off a loss

JUSTIN BROWN | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Freshman Marko Stefan Janjusic readies himself to return a serve from a teammate during practice Tuesday, Sept.
6 at Darling Courts. Janjusic currently leads the Panthers in wins with a 5-5 record in singles play.

to Toledo University from Feb. 22. Saturday will mark the first time Eastern
has faced Detroit in its history, much
like Eastern’s match Sunday with St. Jo-

seph’s College.
Detroit is 0-4 on the road, which
is the role they will take in the match
against Eastern.

The second game of the double
header for Eastern is at 5 p.m. Saturday
against Chicago State.
Chicago State is 4-8 so far this sea-

son, coming into Saturday with a threegame win streak under its belt. Chicago State, who has a 2-4 home record,
will be the home team against Eastern.
Eastern has a history of competing
against Chicago State: Eastern holds a
14-1 series lead and the Panthers have
a chance to extend a three-game win
streak over Chicago State that dates
back to 2012.
Both Chicago State and Detroit will
see competition before they play Eastern. Chicago State and Detroit face
each other Friday at 10 a.m. Then Chicago State will play Elmhurst College at
2 p.m. Friday to finish its double header.
Coach Kercheval said a tough schedule is a main reason his team has struggled so far this spring season, and facing the No. 31 team in the country and
playing a double header the day after
does not help.
After Eastern’s matches last weekend,
Kercheval said this week will be a huge
test for his team’s mental fortitude.
He said facing Wisconsin is already a
challenge in itself, but the double header Saturday will test his team’s physical
and mental strength.
Dillan Schorfheide can be reached at
581-2812 or dtschorfheide@eiu.edu.

